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Abstract 
Many variables that are used in social and behavioral science research are 
ordinal categorical variables, such as questionnaire items with Likert-type scales. 
When more than one categorical variable is involved in the analysis, observations 
are classified in a contingency table. For the purpose of analysis, it is a common 
practice to assume that the observed categorical variables are related to under-
lying continuous variables. 
In practical problems, the presence of misclassification in the contingency 
table frequently happens. A procedure to find the estimate of correlation of the 
underlying continuous variables was developed by Yiu and Poon (2007). However 
their procedure focuses on the analysis of bivariate observations. The objective 
of the present study is to generalize the method and to develop procedures for 
the analysis of multivariate observations. Two approaches for estimating the 
correlation matrix and the thresholds that define the relationship between the 
ordinal categorical variables and the underlying continuous variables have been 
developed. One assumes that the probabilities in relation to misclassification are 
known, and the other uses a double sampling scheme to obtain information on 
‘ misclassification. Parameter estimation procedures are developed with Mx and 
R, making use of the direct Maximum Likelihood (ML) method and the Partition 
Maximum Likelihood(PML) method. Statistical properties for the estimates are 
also discussed. 
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In the beginning, the model for analyzing ordinal categorical variables without 
misclassification will be introduced. Consider a r-dimensional contingency table 
with ordered categories in each of the r dimensions. Let Z = ( Z i , . . . , ZrY be 
the polytomous observed random vector for the contingency table, where the re-
sponses of Zi are observable on an ordinal categorical scale. One commonly used 
approach for the analysis of the ordinal contingency tables operates on the as-
sumption that polytomous variables are crude measurements of underlying con-
tinuous variables that are distributed as multivariate normal. Specifically, let 
Y = (Yi , . . . , Y^Y be the latent multivariate normal random vector that cor-
responds to Z. The relationship between the elements in Z and Y is defined 
by 
Zi = k(i) if � S Yi < 
for i = 1 , . . . , r and k(i) = l ’ . . . ’ m ( i ) ’ where m('i) is the number of ordered 
categories for 么’ ai’fc(i)’s are the threshold parameters with = - o o , and 
c^ i’Tn(i)+i = oo for all i. Following common practice, it is further assumed that 
the distribution of Y is multivariate normal with a mean of 0 and a 
correlation matrix E. Let 9 = (6^ 1’ 6^2，…’没s) be the unknown parameters vector 
of the correlation matrix E, say E = 
1 
Let k denote the multiple index (/c(l), /c(2),. . . /c(r)), pk be the probability 
that an observation falls into the category (/c(l), /c(2),…，k{r)) and 
Pkiocu = PT{Z, = / c ( l ) , . . . , Zr = k{r)} (1.1) 
be the cell probability, where a^ = (Q;i’2’ …，ai,Tn{i)V is the vector that contains 




where v{j) = k(j) + i(J). ^r is the standardized multivariate normal distribution 
with correlation matrix E and 
� 1 par ^ 1 1 
少r(Q:i’... ’ Qv, S) = / ... exp{—-x'T,~^x)dxi... dxr- (1.3) 
J —oo J —oo ^ 
Let Uk be the observed frequency in the cell (/c(l), /c(2), . . . k(r)). The maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) estimate of the unknown parameters in E and the threshold 
parameters can then be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function 
m(l) m(r) 
L ( a i , . . . , a ^ , 6 ' ) = ^ . . . ^ Uk \ogpk 
kil)=l fc(r)=l 
A number of studies for analyzing ordinal categorical data are available, see 
for example Olsson (1979), and Poon & Lee (1987). 
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Chapter 2 
Estimation with Known 
Misclassification Probabilities 
2.1 Model 
We consider a m( l ) x m{2) x . . . x m(r) contingency table with ordered categories. 
For a data set of size N, the observed frequency in the cell (/c(l), /c(2) , . . . , k{r)) 
is rifc. Some of the N subjects may have been misclassified. 
Let k = ( / c ( l ) , . . . , k{r)) and u = (w( l ) ’ . . . ’ u{r)), Ek denote the m( l ) x 
m(2) X . . . X m(r) matrix with the ( / c ( l ) , . . . , k{r)) element equals to 1 and all 
other elements equal to 0，and let 
X I 1 if the j-th subject is actually belongs to the cell ( / c ( l ) , . . . , /c(r)), 
1 0 otherwise 
^ f 1 if the j-ih subject is classified into the cell ( / c ( l ) , . . . , k(j.)), 
乂j I 0 otherwise 
J 1 if the j-th subject tells the truth or is correctly classified, 
] 1 0 otherwise 
for j = 1 , . . . ,n. The (A:(l) , . . . , k{r)) random response matrix Z j is used to 
represent the classification of the j-th subject, where the fc-th entry in Z j stores 
the random variable Zkj, and the (A;(l), •.. ’ k{r)) matrix X j is used to represent 
the true status of the j-th subject, where the k-th. entry in X j stores the random 
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variable Xkj . Several types of probabilities are involved in the model, which are 
defined and summarized as follows. 
(a) Pu- The probability that a subject actually belongs to the cell (ii(l), • •.，u(r)). 
P{Xj = E^) = TV 
These probabilities satisfy the constraint 0 < < 1 and 
m(l) m(r) 
[ . . . [ 1 ’ 
where u 二 ... ’ u{;r)). In fact this p^ is the cell probability in (1.2). It 
is a function of the unknown parameters in thresholds and the correlation 
matrix. 
(b) Tu’j: The probability of the j-th. subject being classified correctly if the 
subject actually belongs to the cell (n(l),…，u(r)) is 
P{Yj 二 = E^) = Taj, 
where the r^ j，s are supposed to be known and are called the honesty prob-
abilities. As a result, the probability of the j-th subject being misclassified 
if the subject actually belongs to cell (n ( l ) , . . . , w(r)) is given by 
P{Yj = 0|Xj 二 jEJ = 1 - Ta�j. 
(c) The probability of a subject being classified into the cell (A;(l),... ’ k{r)) 
if the subject actually belongs to the cell (u(l), •.. ’ u{r)) and is misclassified 
is 
P { Z j = EkjXj = E^, Yj = 0 ) = 7fc"u. 
The probabilities satisfy the constraints 
0 < < = 0, 
and . •. Er((;SLi = 1 for all u 二（u(l)，... ’ n(r)). 
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2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Suppose that we have a data set of size N. Based on the model that is described 
in Section 2.1, for k = (/t:(l),.. •, k{r)) and u 二（w(l)’. • • ,w(r)), let Zk,j be the 
realization of the random variable Zk’j. The log-likelihood function is then given 
by 
I = i o g ( n ; i n:((ii)Li... nr((:)Li[p 偶 = 五 』 叫 
= E m I J L i . •. E [冬 1 log Pr(Z, = E,) 了几 ^ (2.1) 
~ = l Sa:(1)=1 . . • Sfc(r) = l log(Slu(l)=l . • . 5Zu(r) = l '^ l^ kujPu.) 
where Pu is given by (1.2), and 
功—_ = 卜 if 以二 (2.2) 
’ [7fcu(l - Tu,j) otherwise 
are the elements of the matrix ^^, which is the transition probability with which 
the j-th subject is misclassified from one state to another state. It is a two-
dimensional matrix of m( l ) x m(2) x . . . x m{r) by m( l ) x m(2) x •.. x m(r). 
For the problem with known misclassification, ipkuj are known constants, and 
EfcV'fc-.i = 1, for l<j<N. 
The unknown parameters in (2.1) are 6 in the correlation matrix E and the 
thresholds a ! ’ …，ov’ which are involved only in the cell probability p^- The 
ML estimate 9 and d i , . . . , d^ can be obtained by solving the following set of 
likelihood equations 
n 一 ！ - P 爷 i 化 
0 = ： ^ = … ‘ X 两 
3 t;(l) = l u(r) = l ^ 3 
Tn(l) m(r) q 
„ dl V^ v^ dl dprj , � 
0 = - — — = ) . . . F X o — — （2.3) 
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where j = 1，...，s’ i = 1’ …’ r’ t{i) = 2, ...,m(?；), and v = (?;(1), ?;(2),. ..?)(?-))• 
When the number of r is 3 or greater, although the analytical expressions 
of these equations can be derived, it is time-consuming to compute. As a result, 
finding the ML estimates directly by solving these equations is intricate. 
2.3 Statistical Property 
We denote the sample size by N, and introduce the notation ( = {0, a i , . . . , Q：,.). 
The total number of unknown parameters is the dimension of C, let's say, it is ne. 
The information matrix is obtained from 
m(l) m(r) ^ q 
where i = 1 , 2 , . . . , ne, j = 1’ 2，...，ne. 
The ML estimate of that is C, can be obtained through solving (2.3). 
Similar to Olsson (1979), it can be shown that the estimate of the covariance 
A A . 
matrix of ( is V = I(()~ . The standard errors of the parameter estimates can 
be given by the square root of the diagonal element of V. 
Prom (2.3) and the information matrix, it can be seen that 乾 is necessary 
for finding the ML estimates and the standard errors. 
From (1.2), it can be seen that 舞 can be handled if each of the 
^^^ handled. These quantities have been studied in the 
literature (see, e.g., Lee k Poon, 1990) and results are summarized as follows: 
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For convenience, let cv* = q:i,”(i), . . . , a* 二 ov’—)’ then 
. . • ’ Qr.Wr); S) = <!>�(Q：；； ’ . . • ’ CM*； S). 
Moreover . . . , a；; E) can be expressed as 
[ ‘ . . ’ K - Pjhyj)/{1 - ...; 
J-oo 
where j = 1’ • •. ’ r, j — /?,，0(.) is the univariate standard normal density function, 
Pjf^  is the (J, h)th element of S, and E j is the partial correlation matrix with the 
j-th variable partialled out. Following the fundamental theorem of calculus, we 
have 
抛 “ 〜 , � = 树 • . ， K - P m m -P]hY'\...;s,}. 
Also from Johnson and Kotz (1972,p.44), 
CV,,S) = ^ Q：；, Pjh)^r-2{' ••’ q 4 一 Tm, . . . ; S . j / J , 
Opjh 
where m — j —"，诊2(.) is the standardized bivariate normal density function 
with correlation pjk, S.jTi is the partial correlation matrix with the j th and hth 
variables partialled out, and 
Tm = {{Pjm — PjhPhm)oij + {phm 一 }/(l — P'jhY^^-
Thus the expression for 繁 can be obtained via (1.2), and all the equations above. 
Based on these results, all analytical expressions for the likelihood equations in 
(2.3) and for the information matrix in (2.4) become available. 
2.4 Mx Estimation 
As the analytical expressions for (2.3) are available, ML estimates can be ob-
tained by iterative optimization algorithm. Yiu and Poon (2007) considered a 
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two-dimensional model, and constructed an Excel programme with VBA to find 
the ML estimates and the standard errors of model parameters. When the dimen-
sion of the model is high, it is difficult to construct a programme to implement 
the method by using Excel VBA. We make use of the programme that is a struc-
tural equation modeling programme that has been widely used in the field of 
quantitative behavior genetics. It has a built-in fit function for the maximum-
likelihood analysis of ordinal categorical data under the normal assumption. It 
also has the option for matrix operations that can be used in a flexible manner to 
enable the optimization of a user-defined fit function. The ML estimates of the 
model parameters are obtained by maximizing the likelihood function (2.1) using 
a user-defined fit function. Please refer to Appendix 1 for a sample Mx input 
script, which is for Example 1 to be presented in section 2.7.1. When using Mx, 
the ML method of higher dimension estimations can be handled more easily. 
The main advantages of using Mx for ML estimation are: 
• Convenient matrix algebra with internal Mx functions; 
• User-defined ML fit functions; 
• Free of charge; 
Mx can also produce confidence interval and standard errors for the pa-
rameter estimates using its internal algorithm. However, as the standard errors 
produced by Mx is not stable, we have produced standard errors directly using 
R based on (2.4). 
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2.5 Partition Maximum Likelihood (PML) Es-
timation 
When the dimension of the model is high with many variables, the direct ML 
method may require a lot of computer time. The Partition Maximum Likelihood 
method separates the huge general model into many small sub-mo dels. Each 
model has only two variables Zi and Zj. The unknown parameters � w h i c h is 
the correlation between Zi and Zj，and the thresholds a^ and ctj can be estimated 
based on the m{i) x m{j) contingency table which contains observed frequencies 
corresponding to Zi and Zj. One can then treat each of this sub-models as a 
special 2-dimensional model. In this simple model, the computational burden for 
getting maximum likelihood estimates of pij and the thresholds becomes smaller. 
For a model of dimension r of categorical var iab les ,� (�广 models are ex-
tracted since for every two categorical variables there is a correlation, as well as 
some thresholds relating to these variables. The problem is that there should be 
(r — 1) sets of estimates of thresholds for every variable. However, the differences 
are in general small, we can use their average as the estimates of those thresholds. 
When PML is used, any high dimensional misclassified categorical data can 
be divided into several 2-dimensional problems. It is worth noting that for every 
two chosen variables Zi and Zj, the high dimensional contingency table should be 
simplified to a 2-dimensional contingency table, offering data for the sub-model. 
Specifically, let Z = ( Z i , . . . , Zr)'^ be the polytomous observed random 
vector for the contingency table, and n^ be the observed frequency in the cell 
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(/c(l), k{2),... k{r)), where k = (A;(l), fc(2),... k{r)). For the 2-dimensional con-
tingency table of Zi and Zj, the observed frequency in each cell should be the 
sum of all the subscript of n^ except i and j, that is 
'^ k{i)M3) = n f c ( l ) ’ f c ( 2 ) ’ … ( 2 . 5 ) 
1 < t < 
fc(t) # fc(i),fc(j) 
Suppose that Tk,j in (2.2) is the same for all j , then the transition probability 
matrix 屯 for the misclassification model of Z = ( Z i , . . . , does not depend 
on j . Let ipku be the element of 屯，which is derived from Tk and ^^ ^^  as given in 
(2.2). For the 2-dimensional sub-model of Zi and Zj, the corresponding transition 
probability matrix can be obtained from 屯.Specifically, its element is given by 
'^k(i)MJ)Mi)Mj) = ( Y^ Y^ 功fcu)/ n 吨 3 ) (2.6) 
1 < tl < r 1 < t2 < r 
fc(tl) #fc(»),fc(i) u(i),u(j) 
which is the sum of all the subscript of -ipku except i and j . Still, when using Mx 
for estimation, we can also apply the PML method. 
2.6 Starting Value 
Similar to all optimization algorithm, Mx will possibly get the result faster and 
more precisely if it is offered with proper starting values. In the case of the esti-
mation with known misclassification, one method of finding starting values is to 
use the estimates of parameters that are obtained by assuming no misclassifica-
tion can be used as the starting values of the estimation. 
In practical Mx estimation, when proper starting values of only the thresh-
olds are provided, the programme can usually converged quickly. 
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One simple method to find starting values of thresholds is to make use of 
the cumulative marginal proportions of the contingency table, that is: 
Oii,m{i)+l = (I>-l(Pm�)’ 
where P.mii) is observed cumulative marginal proportions of the table, that is, 
m(i) 
P.mii) = E E 户知’ 
and Pk is the observed proportion of observations that are in the cell 
(A;(l),A:(2),.../c(r)). 
2.7 Examples 
To better assess the proposed procedure, several examples are discussed here 
and the estimation results are presented in the tables at the end of the thesis. 
As all the example are models with variables of three dimension, the notation 
oi k = (A; ( l ) , . . . , k{r)) and u = ( u ( l ) , . . . , u{r)) are simplified to {h, k, I) and 
{u,v, t). 
2.7.1 Example 1 
An artificial data set that is based on a set of known parameter values was 
generated and analyzed to examine the performance of the proposed procedure 
in reproducing the true parameter values. A random sample of 3000 observations 
from a 3-dimensional multi-normal distribution with mean zero and correlation 
matrix 
/ 1 0.5 0.8 \ 
E = 0.5 1 0.3 
\ 0.8 0.3 1 
was generated. The thresholds for the variables are ai’2 = 0，0:2,2 = 0.5, 
0:3,2 = —0.3. It is assumed that the honest probability Tuvtj = 0.8 for all j. 
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The value of hd[uvt) is presented in Table 1，which will not depend on j. These 
values were compiled based on the assumption that misclassification only hap-
pens between adjacent cells, with equal probability. For example, in the cell with 
(?/,, V, t) = (1, 2,1), the values of ^hki{uvt) in all the cells that are adjacent to cell 
(1，2,1)，that is the cell (1’ 1,1), (1,2,2) and (2, 2，1) are the same and are given 
by 1/3, . Based on the set of Tuvtj and ^hki{uvt) values, the transition probability 
matrix 屯 can be known, which is presented in Table 2. The sample of category-
data is produced based on the threshold q;i’2, 0:2,2, and Then 屯 is used 
to produce the misclassified data from the sample of categorical data. The final 
data set for analysis is presented in Table 3. Both the direct ML method and the 
PML method are used to find the estimation. The results are presented in Table 
4. The results indicates that the direct ML procedure and the PML procedure 
both produce estimates for the parameters that are close to the true values. The 
standard errors are also quite small. We have replicated the analysis by using 
Tuvtj = 0.7, Tuvtj = 0.75, Tuxjtj = 0.85 and r^vij = 0.9 keeping all other parameters 
to be the same. The estimates are all close to the true values, which means that 
the method is robust towards different misclassification probabilities. 
The Mx input script for the direct ML method is presented in Appendix 1， 
in which some explanatory remarks are also provided for readers' easy reference. 
2.7.2 Example 2 
Another artificial data set that is based on a set of known parameter values was 
generated and analyzed to examine the performance of the proposed procedure 
in reproducing the true parameter values. A random sample of 2000 observations 
from a 3-dimensional multi-normal distribution with mean zero and correlation 
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matrix 
/ 1 0.3 -0 .6 \ 
E = 0.3 1 0.2 
\ -0.6 0.2 1 y 
was generated. The thresholds for the variables are ai’2 = —0.2, q;i’3 二 0.3， 
0：2’2 = —0.5, 0；2,3 = 0.5, 0：3’2 = 0.8. It is assumed that the honest probability 
Tuvtj = 0-7 and the transition probability matrix 屯 is presented in Table 5. Similar 
data generation method is used to produce the misclassified data set. Only the 
direct ML method has been used to find the parameter estimates. The results 
are presented in Table 6. It indicates that estimates for parameters are close to 
the true values, and that standard errors are quite small. 
2.7.3 Example 3 
This example will apply the proposed procedure to a real data set, which is taken 
from the survey of the Caucasians in certain industrial plants in Houston, Texas, 
during 1974 to 1975. The data is available in Agesti (1984’ p.96-p.97). The sample 
size is 2219 and the participants were classified according to the three variables of 
"Smoking Status", "Breathing Test Results" and "Age". While the first two are 
with three categories, the last variable "Age" only has two categories. The data 
set is presented in Table 7. The set of jhki{uvt) values that was adopted to analyze 
the data is presented in Table 8. The values were also compiled based on the as-
sumption that misclassification only happens between adjacent cells, with equal 
probability. The estimation result of correlation and thresholds is presented in 
Table 9, with different settings of Tuvtj indicating different misclassification levels. 
The result indicates that under all four sets of misclassification, people's smoking 
status and breathing has a very small negative association, while both of them 
have a stronger relation with age, especially people's smoking status. Although 
the misclassification probabilities are artificial and may not have practical mean-
13 
ing, the set of estimation results using different values of T^vij altogether provide 
researchers a more comprehensive picture on the data set. 
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Chapter 3 
Estimation by Double Sampling 
The development in Section 2 operates on the assumption that the probabilities 
Tuj and 7fc-u that relate to misclassification are known or can be calibrated from 
available information. When no information is available for calibration, another 
approach to the analysis of data sets with possible misclassification is double 
sampling. In the double sampling scheme, two devices are available for the clas-
sification of subjects. One device is quite expensive, but can classify the subjects 
correctly, and the other is less expensive, but may classify subjects incorrectly. 
These two devices are called true classifier and the fallible classifier. In a double 
sampling scheme, a total of N subjects are measured and classified using the 
fallible classifier, and a subsample of size n is drawn from the N subjects and 
classified once again using the true classifier. In other words, n out of the N 
subjects are classified by both devices, and the remaining n* = N — n subjects 
are classified by the fallible device only. When the dimension of the model is 2, a 
method has been developed by Yiu and Poon (2007) to analyze the model, and 
the procedure can be implemented by a tailor-made Excel programme with VBA. 
However, when the dimension of the model is 3 or greater, the method becomes 
much more complicated and costs much computer time. We generalized Yiu and 
Poon's (2007) method to higher dimensions and examined the implementation of 
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the method in Mx. Details are provided in the next subsection. 
3.1 Model and Analysis 
Similarly as before, let k = (/c(l), •..，k{r)) and u = (u( l ) , . . . ,u(r)). From the 
N units, n randomly drawn units are classified by both the true and fallible de-
vices, and 7ik{u) is the total number of units for which the classification using the 
more expensive, error-free measurement device is u, and using the fallible device 
is k. The remaining n* units are classified by the fallible device only, and njj. is 
the total number of units that have been classified into cell k = (k(l),..., k(r)) 
by the fallible classifier. 
To demonstrate the data structure of double sampling, a table with three 
categorical variables is presented in Table 10. 
Let Pu be the probability that a unit actually belongs to cell 
u = (w( l ) , . . . , u{r))] TTk be the probability that a unit is classified into cell 
k 二（A;(l)，...，A:(r)) by the fallible device; and uJk(u) be the probability that a 
unit is classified into cell k = (k(l),..., k(r)) when it actually belongs to cell 
u = (w( l ) , . . . , u(r)). Using the method suggested in Yiu and Poon (2007), it 
can be shown that the ML estimates p^ of pu and uJk{u) of ujk{u) are respectively 
given by: 
PxL= } rr • io.lj 
^k{uL) = w ： • yO.Z) 
Nnk{+)Pu 
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Let p* be an (m(l) x m(2) x . . . x m(r)) x 1 vector that stores the lexi-
cographically ordered p^s for u{l) = 1’ . . • ’ m( l ) , . . • ’ u{r) = 1 , . . . , m(r), and p* 
be its ML estimate with elements that are given by (3.1). 
Let 6 =(没 1,没2,…’没s) be the unknown parameters vector of the correlation 
matrix E, say E 二 E(没)，and a^ = (ai’2’. • . ， i s the vector that contains 
the thresholds of the categorical variables as before. Then p* = p*{9, a i , . . . , o^) 
and the estimate 9 and a i , . . . , can be obtained by the method of Modified 
Minimum Chi-square (MMC) with 9 and cf i , . . . , minimizing the function 
=(卢 * -p*(0’Q;i，... ’Qv)) 了 fri(力 * — p*(0,ai ’ . . . ’Qv)), 
where il is a (m(l) x m(2) x … x m(r)) x (m(l) x m(2) x … x m(r)) matrix. 
The diagonal elements of Q. that correspond to p^ are given by 
n 十 n)乙 TTfc ‘ 
k 
and off-diagonal elements that correspond to p^ and p^' for u + v! are given by 
The matrix Q can be derived analytically by generalizing the method in Yiu and 
Poon (2007), and Q is obtained by replacing the unknown parameters in Q with 
their consistent estimates. 
3.2 Statistical Property 
Let ( = (0, ai,..., ar) be the vector of unknown parameters. The total number 
of unknown parameters is the dimension of (，say it is ne. It is well known that 
under mild regularly condition, ( is normal with mean vector ( and covariance 
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matrix 
((蓄 r t 寄 ” (3.3) 
where ^ is a (m( l ) x m(2) x •.. x m(r)) x ne matrix in which the (ij) - th 
entry stores the partial derivative of the i-th element of p* with respect to the j-th 
element of As ^ can be obtained by a method similar to the one in Section 
2.3，the standard errors for the parameter estimates can be obtained from the 
diagonal elements of the matrix in (3.3) with unknown parameters being replaced 
by their estimates. Basic statistical inferences of the model such as goodness-of-fit 
test, and hypothesis testing of the functions of the elements in ( can be conducted 
based on these asymptotic results. 
3.3 Mx Estimation and PML Estimation 
Similar as before, the Mx user-defined fit function can be applied to find the MMC 
estimates. The Modified Chi-square function oii,.. •, a^)) can be expressed 
with Matrix in Mx as the user-defined fit function, and the main calculation can 
be implemented in Mx. However, when the dimension of the variables is higher 
than 4, the ML method may require a lot of computer time. 
Similar to the case of estimation with known misclassification, when the 
Partition Maximum Likelihood approach is used, any high dimensional misclas-
sified categorical data can be divided into several 2-dimensional problems. With 
the dimension of 2，either the procedure developed by Yiu and Poon (2007) based 
on Excel VBA or the Mx estimation procedure developed in this thesis can be 
used. 
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3.4 Starting Value 
When Mx is used to estimate the unknown parameters in the case of double 
sampling, proper starting values must be provided in order to ensure fast conver-
gence. The estimates of parameters that are derived from the sub-data set with 
observations that are classified by the true classifier can be used as the starting 
values of the estimation. 
3.5 Examples 
3.5.1 Example 4 
A random sample of 3000 observations with rnisclassifications from a 3-ciiiiieiisioiial 
multi-normal distribution (Zi, Z2, Z3) was analyzed with double sampling method, 
using the Mx user-defined fit function to minimize the MMC function of 
Q i , . . . , Qr)- These 3000 observations were classified using the fallible device 
with pre-defined misclassification probabilities. A total of 500 observations were 
randomly drawn from the 3000 observations, and were also classified based on 
the true device. 
The data structure of Example 4 and the transition probability matrix we 
used to generate the artificial data set are respectively presented in Table 11 and 
Table 5. The estimation result is presented in Table 12. Comparing with the 
true values, it indicates that estimates for parameters are close to them, and that 
standard errors are quite small. 
The Mx input script for the procedure is presented in Appendix 2, in which 




To better access the proposed procedure, two simulation studies were established 
to assess the performances of the two proposed procedures: estimation with 
known misclassification and estimation with double sampling. A model with 
m( l ) = m(2) = 3，m(3) = 2 was employed and a total of 16 different designs 
were considered. The different designs were generated by using combinations of 
two different sets of misclassification probabilities, two different sets of sample 
sizes, two different true values of correlation matrix, and two different sets of 
thresholds. 
4.1 Simulation with Known Misclassification Prob-
ability 
The two different sets of misclassification probabilities are given in Table 13. One 
with Tuvtj = 0.8 and the other with T^tj = 0.7. The values of 卞M—t) are set 
similarly as the examples before. The two different sets of sample sizes are given 
respectively by (a)TV = 1000,and {h)N = 3000, the two different true values of 
correlation matrix are respectively: 
� 
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/ 1 0.5 0.8 \ 
S = 0.5 1 0.3 ， 
\ 0.8 0.3 1 / 
(b) 
/ 1 0.2 -0 .3 \ 
E = 0.2 1 0.6 ， 
\ -0 .3 0.6 1 / 
and the two different sets of thresholds which lead to different distributions of 
the categorical variables are as follows: 
(a)cvi,2 = 0, ai,3 = 0.5; 0:2,2 = -0.3,0:2,3 = 0.3; 0:3,2 = 0.2; 
(b)cvi,2 = -0 .5 , ai,3 = 0.5; »2,2 = -0 .2 , Qa.s = 0; 0；3,2 = -0.3; 
For each of the 16 designs, the number of simulation replications is 100. 
For each replication, a data set was first generated using the method described 
in Example 1，and parameter estimates and standard errors were produced by 
the proposed method of direct ML method. Two statistics were computed for 
each simulation design to assess the accuracy of the parameter estimates. They 
are the mean of the parameter estimates(MEAN) and the root mean squared 
error (RMS) compared to the true parameter value across the 100 replications. 
To assess the accuracy of standard error estimate for the parameter Q of the 
A 
empirical sampling standard deviation based on the 100 replications SD(Q) and 
the mean across the 100 replications of the standard error estimates SE{(i) were 
used to compute the radio R = SD{Q)/SE{Ci). If R is close to 1，it indicates 
that the standard error estimates are accurate. 
The results of the simulation study are presented in Tables 14 and 15. The 
mean values of the estimates are very close to the true values in all situations, the 
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root mean squared errors and the mean of standard errors are reasonably small. 
The ratio R are generally close to 1. The simulation results indicate that the 
proposed procedure in general can produce acceptable parameter estimates and 
standard errors. 
4.2 Simulation with Double Sampling 
The two different sets of misclassification probabilities that are given in Table 
13 will continue to be adopted. The two different sets of sample sizes are given 
respectively by {a)N = 1000, n = 300,and {h)N = 3000, n = 1000. The two 
different true values of correlation matrix are respectively: 
(a) 
/ 1 0.5 0.8 \ 
S = 0.5 1 0.3 , 
\ 0.8 0.3 1 / 
(b) 
( 1 0.2 - 0 . 3 \ 
E = 0.2 1 0.6 , 
\ - 0 . 3 0.6 1 / 
and the two different sets of thresholds which lead to different distributions of 
the categorical variables are as follows: 
(a)ai’2 = 0, ai’3 = 0.5; 0^ 2,2 = —0.3, «2,3 = 0.3; 0:3,2 = 0.2; 
(b)ai’2 = 一0.5，0:1,3 = 0.5；0；2,2 = -0 .2 , «2,3 = 0; 0:3,2 = _0.3; 
Similar as before, for each of the 16 designs, the number of simulation repli-
cations is 100. Data generation method similar to the one that was used in the 
simulation of known misclassification probability was used. Parameter estimates 
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and standard errors were produced by the method proposed in Section 3. Sum-
mary statistics for assessing simulation results were developed in a way similar 
to the case with known misclassification are then developed. 
The results of the simulation study are presented in Tables 16 and 17. The 
mean values of the estimates are very close to the true values in all situations, the 
root mean squared errors and the mean of standard errors are reasonably small. 
The results provide evidence that the proposed procedure generally can produce 




Two procedures have been developed to analyze data sets with misclassification. 
The first assumes that the probabilities in relation to misclassification are known, 
and the other assumes that information on misclassification is available in a data 
set that is obtained from a double sampling scheme. 
For the model with known misclassification, one can use both direct ML 
method or PML method to find the parameter estimates when dimension is more 
than 2. The transition probability matrix is first produced based on the known 
Tuj and Then the estimation is implemented in Mx with its user-defined fit 
function. The estimation is reliable for different known misclassification proba-
bilities. Good starting values are suggested for fast convergency. The statistical 
property is mainly discussed based on the information matrix /(()，and standard 
errors are also derived from this matrix. Further analysis and various statistical 
inferences can be conducted based on these results. 
For double sampling, the MMC method is used and the estimation can be 
implemented in Mx. While other programmes can also be used to minimize the 
MMC function, Mx is used because it can be easily generalized to analyze models 
24 
with more complicated structures. Specifically, it can be easily generalized to 
analyze models with covariance structures, such as when the covariance matrix 
is defined by a factor analysis model. However, it should be noted that although 
Mx can compute multivariate normal distribution functions of up to dimension 
10，and hence theoretically can be used to analyze a model of up to dimension 
10，the computation is extremely heavy in high dimensional cases. 
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Appendix and Tables 
Appendix 1: the M x input script for direct ML method with known 
misclassification of Example 1 
•NGroups 1 Title: Hlaclasslficatioa with known probability of Egl 
Data N i n p u f O 
B«gin Matrices; 
H Full 1 3 Fix ITh囑 Mean V«ctor of th« model G 
Full 8 8 Fix 丨Transition Probability Matrix 
F Full 8 I Fix 
！The Data Frequency in tach category vith misclassification 
N Full 1 3 Fix !Th_ number of thresholds in each variable I Full 1 1 Fix T 
Full 1 3 frea ！The Threaholds 
S St&n 3 3 fra* ！Th« Correlation 
Matrix End Hatrlc«8； 
Bound -0.99 0.99 S 2 1 S 3 1 S 3 2 丨Bound for parameter «stlmation 
Bound -1 1 T 1 1 T 1 2 T X 3 
Specify T 1 2 3 
Sp«cify S 4 S 6 
Matrix T ！Starting Values for th« thresholds 0.1321 0.4351 -0.3521 
Matrix S tStarting Valusa for th« Correlation Matrix 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Matrix M 0 0 0 
Matrix N 1 1 1 
Matrix I -1 
Matrix G !Th« Values for Transition Probability Matrix 
0.80000000 0.06666667 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.06666667 0.80000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.06666667 0.00000000 0.80000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.06666667 0.06666667 0.60000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 
0.06666667 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.80000000 0.06666667 0.06666667 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.80000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 0,00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.80000000 0.06666667 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.00000000 0.06666667 0.06666667 0.80000000 
Matrix F ！Th« Valuas tor Data Frequency In each category ulth misclassification 










Appendix 2: the M x input script for double sampling of Example 4 
tNGroups I Title: HlsclasslfIcatlon with Doubl« Sanpllng 
Data Minput-0 
B«gin Hatricas; 
q Full 18 18 Fix ！Fr«qu«ncy Data of both true and f&lse 
F Full 1 18 Fix IFirequancy Data of only false 
1 Unit 18 1 Fix 
J Unit 1 1 Fix 
K Full 1 1 Fix 
U Full 1 1 Fix 
V Full 1 1 Fix 
M Full 1 3 Fix ！ V e c t o r of th« Model 
N Full 1 3 Fix ！Th« number of thrasholda in each variable 
T Full 2 3 Frs« ！Th« Thrasholds 
S Stan 3 3 Fre« 丨Th嘛 Correlation Matrix End Matrices; 
Pa T 
1 1 1 
1 1 0 
Pa S 
1 1 1 
Matrix K 18 
Matrix M 0 0 0 
Matrix N 2 2 1 Hatrlx U 3000 IThe total a&npltt size 
Matrix V SOO ITh* suipl* size cl&asiflad with both tru« and false classifiers 
Matrix Q 
25 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 32 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 10 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 10 4 33 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 27 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 23 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 4 62 0 0 6 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 36 3 6 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 2 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 3 0 20 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 11 10 57 
Matrix F 
171 204 48 87 39 232 195 121 33 62 73 304 182 75 118 67 163 326 
Matrix T ！Th« Starting Values of Thrtaholds 
-0.5533847 -0.2793190 -0.3424663 
0.2275450 -0.02005437 3 
Bound -0.99 0.99 S 3 I 
Bound -0.99 0.99 S 3 1 
Bound -0.99 0.99 S 3 2 
Bound -3 3 T 1 1 T 1 2 T I 3 




E_I*D; P-((Dy.B)»Q0'； ！ThiB Is the p head X-(UP)*(Dy.B); 
W-X.Q; IThis is the w haad 
G-H.(P»P').((W7.E)»W)+\v2d(P.((V)*I')')； 
R-\alllnt(S.M.N.T); End Algebra; 




Table 1: the values of h^ki{uvt) of Example 1 
= 1 
T r u e Z i 
True Zi 而 = 1，而二 1 | Z2 = 2，Z3 二 1 
7/ifci(m) 7hfci(i2i) 
7 1 7 T ^ 0 1/3 W 1/3 0 \ 
Z i … 3 = 1 Q j 卜 1/3 ) 
7/iA:2(111) 7/ifc2(121) 
/ 1/3 。） / 0 1/3 \ 
V Q Q； IQ Q ) 
7 磁(211) 7 磁(221) 
— ^ (If i;3) (1;3 T) 
7/ifc2(211) 7/ife2(221) 
/ 0 0 \ / 0 0 \ 
V 1/3 0 J V 0 1/3 y 
(To be continued) 
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(Continued): 
Z3 = 2 
True Z2 
True Zi Z2 = 1，而=2 Z2 = 2’ Z3 = 2 
7/ifc2(112) 7/ifc2(122) 
二 1 ’而 = 2 ( ‘ 1 / 3 ) ( 1 / 3 ？ ) 
^1/3 0 J \ 0 1/3 J 
7磁(112) 7 磁 ( 1 2 2 ) 
( 1 / 3 0 ) / 0 1/3 \ 
V Q Q； VQ Q ) 
Ihk2{2l2) lhk2{222) 
7 9 7 , / 1/3 0 W 0 1/3 \ 
之 1 = 2’ 而 = 2 • 1/3 J ( 1 / 3 0 J 
7/ifcl(212) lhkl{222) 
/ 0 0 \ / 0 0 \ 
( 1/3 0 y) V 0 1/3 j 
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Table 2: Transition Misclassification Probability Matrix of Example 1 
True 
(1,1,1) (1,1’ 2) (1’2’1) (1，2,2) (2’ 1,1) (2,1’ 2) (2’2’1) (2’ 2,2) 
(1.1.1) 0.800 0.067 0.067 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 
(1.1.2) 0.067 0.800一 0.000 “ 0.067 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 
(1,2,1) " ~ 0 . 0 6 7 0.000一 0 . 8 0 0 “ 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.067 0.000 
False (1,2,2) 0.000 Q .06~ 0.067 0.800 ""OTOOO 0.000 0.000 0.067 
(2.1.1) 0.067 0.000 Q.QOQ~ 0.000 0.800 0.067 0.067 0.000 
(2.1.2) —5.000 0.06厂 0.000 0.000 —〒067 0.800 0.000 0.067 
(2,2,1) 0.000 0.000 0.067 0.000 "~^067 0.000 0.800 0.067 
(2,2,2) "~Q.QQO 0.000一 0.000 0.067 ~aOOO 0.067 0.067 0.800 ： 
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Table 3: The Contingency Table of Example 1 (Observed Data): 
— Z3 = l 
I Z2 = 1 I Z2 二 2 I Total when Z � = 1 
= 1 684 885 
^ 1 = 2 192 ~ 4 0 332 
“Total when Z = 1 876— 341 1217 
— Z3 = 2 
I Z2 = 1 I Z2 = 2 I Total when Z � ^ 
= 1 433 ~T58 591 
Z2 = 2 679— 513 1192 
Total when Z3 = 2 1112 671 1783 
“ Total 1988 1012 3000 
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Table 4: Estimation Results of Example 1: 
(a) ML Estimation from the misclassification data: 
Pi2 Pi3 P23 
true value 0.5 0.8 0.3 
estimate 0.4940 0.7919 0.2971 
std error 0.0331 0.0297 0.0301 
Q?1,2 0:2.2 0^ 3,2 
true value 0 0.5 -0.3 
estimate -0.0033 0.4981 -0.2888 
std error 0.0302 0.0278 0.0291 
(b) Estimation from the misclassification data using PML method: 
P12 Pl3 P23 
true value 0.5 0.8 0.3 
estimate 0.4889 0.7657 0.2901 
std error ~0.Q259 0.0331 0.0281 
^ ^ 0:3,1 
true value 0 0.5 ^ 
estimate* -0.0018/-0.0306 0.4989/0.4951 -0.28Q1/-Q.29Q9 
std error* 0.0292/0.0292 0.0265/0.0265 0.0287/0.0287 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 12: the estimation results of Example 4 
^ ^ P25 
true value 0.3 -0.6 0.2 
estimate 0.2928 -0.6012 0.1967 
std error 0.03250.0321 0.0297 
<^1,1 0^1,2 0^2,1 0：2,2 ^3,1 
true value -0.2 0.3 -0.5 0.5 0.8 
estimate -0.1972 0.2913 -0.4886 0.4961 0.7879 
std error “ 0.0271 0.03320.0291 0 . 0 3 ^ 0.0358 
34 
Table 7: Cross-Classification of Houston Industrial Workers by Breath-
ing Test Results, Smoking Status, and Age(Example 3): 
Breathing Test Results 
Age Smoking Status Normal Borderline Abnormal 
< 40 Never Smoked ^ 7 
Former Smoker 192 20 3 
Current Smoker 682 46 11 
40 - 59 Never Smoked 164 4 0 
Former Smoker 145 15 7 
Current Smoker 245 47 27 
Source: Public Program Analysis, by R.N.Forthofer and R.G.Lehnen.(c)1981 by 
Lifetime Learning Publications, Belmont, California 94002, a division of Wads worth, 
Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. 
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Table 8: the values of h d — t ) of Example 3 
Age < 40 : 
Breathing Test Results 
Smoking Status Normal(K 二 1) BorderIine(V = 2) Abnormal(y = 3) 
Never Smoked 7磁(iii) 7"fci(i2i) 7"fci(i3i) 
/ 0 1 /3 0 � / 1 /4 0 1 /4 \ / 0 1 /3 0 \ 
U = 1 1 /3 0 0 0 1 /4 0 0 0 1 /3 
\ 0 0 0/ \ 0 0 0 / \0 0 0 J 
7/IA:2(lll) 7/IFC2(121) 7/ifc2(131) 
/ 1 /3 0 0 \ / 0 1 /4 0 \ / 0 0 1 /3 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• \ Q 0 0 / V 0 0 0 J V 0 0 0 J 
Former Smoker 7磁(211) 7磁(221) 7"fci(23i) 
/ 1 / 4 0 0 \ / 0 1 /5 0 \ / 0 0 1 /4 \ 
U = 2 0 1 /4 0 1 /5 0 1 /5 0 1 /4 0 
\ 1 /4 0 0 / \ 0 1 /5 0 / \ 0 0 1 /4 / 
7/iifc2(211) 7/IFC2(221) 7/IFC2(231) 
/ 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
1 /4 0 0 0 1 /5 0 0 0 1 /4 
\ 0 0 0 / V 0 0 0 / V 0 0 0 / 
Current Smoker 7/ifci(3ii) 7磁(321) 7/ifci(33i) 
/ 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
C/ = 3 1 /3 0 0 0 1 /4 0 0 0 1 /3 
V 0 1 /3 0 / V 1 / 4 0 1 /4 y \ 0 1 /3 0 y 
7/IFC2(311) lhk2{Z2\) 7/iA:2(331) 
/ 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\ 1 /3 0 0 / V 0 1 /4 0 / \ 0 0 1 /3 y 
(To be continued) 
36 
(Continued): 
Age from 40 to 59: 
Breathing Test Results 
Smoking Status "~^ormal(\/ = 1) Borderline(V = 2) Abnormal(\/ = 3) 
Never Smoked 7/.fc2(ii2) 7 叫 122) 7hfc2(i32) 
/ 0 1/3 0 � / 1/4 0 1/4 \ / 0 1/3 0 \ 
U = 1 1/3 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 0 1/3 
V 0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 / V 0 0 0 J 
7/ifcl(112) 7磁 ( 1 2 2 ) 7磁 ( 1 3 2 ) 
/ 1/3 0 0 \ / 0 1/4 0 \ / 0 0 1/3 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 / V 0 0 0 / V 0 Q 0 y 
Former Smoker 7/ifc2(2i2) 7hk2(222) 、fc2(232) 
/ 1/4 0 0 \ / 0 1/5 0 \ / 0 0 1/4 \ 
U = 2 0 1/4 0 1/5 0 1/5 0 1/4 0 
V 1/4 0 0 y V 0 1/5 0 / V 0 0 1/4 / 
7/iA:1(212) 7/0:1(222) 7/IFCL(232) 
/ 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
1/4 0 0 0 1/5 0 0 0 1/4 
\ 0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 / V 0 0 0 / 
Current Smoker Ihk2{zi2) lhk2{Z22) 7/ifc2(332) 
/ 0 0 0 � / O 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
= 3 1/3 0 0 0 1/4 0 0 0 1/3 
\ 0 1/3 0 / V 1/4 0 1/4 J V 0 1/3 0 y 
7/iA:1(312) 7磁 ( 3 2 2 ) 7/ifcl(332) 
/ 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
V 1/3 0 0 / V 0 1/4 0 J \ 0 0 1/3 / 
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Table 12: the estimation results of Example 4 
Parameter 丁uvtj = 1-0 Tuvtj = 0.9 丁社吨=0.8 Tuvtj = 0.7 
Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. 
Pn -0.1552 0.0343 -0.0776 0.0350 -0.1293 0.0350 -0.1337 0.0356 
Pi3 0.0455 0.0383 0.0971 0.0386 0.0860 0.0390 0.1169 0.0392 
P23 0.3296 0.0345 0.3238 0.0351 0.3719 0 .03390.4100 0.0336 
ai,2 — -0.0779 0.0320 -0.1306 0.0320 "-0.0558 0.0319 -0.0380 0.0319 
q;i,3 0.2788 0.0324 0.1961 0.0321 0.1968 0.0321 0.1606 0.0321 
^2,2 0.0835 0.0319 0.1053 0.0320 0.0304 0.0319 0.0126 0.0319 
Q2,3 1.1503 0.0409 1.2547 0.0430 1.3420 0.0449 1.5738 0.0413 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 11: the Data Structure of Example 4 
Fallible Device 
True Device " (1,1,1) (1,1,2) (1,2,1) (1,2,2) | (1 ’3 ’1) | . . . (3,3,2) 
(1.1.1) “ 25 — 1 3 0 Q T T ~ 0 
(1.1.2) “ 2 — 3 2 0 ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 0 
(1,2,1) 0 — 0 2 — 1 0 ... " 0 
(1,2,2) 0 — 0 0 1 0 0 ~ 0 
(1.3.1) 0 — 0 0 一 0 5 . . . “ 0 
• • • • • • • . 
• • • • • • • • 
(3.3.2) 0 一 0 0 — 0 0 " 7 T 4 7 
Fallible Only 171 204 48 87 39 | . . . 326 
40 
Table 12: the estimation results of Example 4 
^ ^ P23 
true value 0.2 -0.3 0.6 
"estimate 0.2246 -0.232^ 0.5757 
~std error 0.0372 0.0415 0.0362 
<^ 1,1 (-Y2,I 0^2,2 0:3,1 
true value -0.5 0.3 -0.2 0 -0.3 
estimate -0.4962 0.2526 -0.2361 -0.0021 -0.3263 
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